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1

. Introduction
lllr . Chairman ,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

First I

wanÈ

to congratulate you with the 20th Anniversery of

your llighway and Traf f ic Technicians Association.
Second

I want to thank the Organisation of this

Slmposium for

their kind invitation to tell you something about the

Dutch

Engineer Approach to Road Safety.

It{y

lecture is divided into three main parts:

First a general introduction about The Netherlands and Road
Safety.
Second I want to elaborate on the developments in Road

Safety in the past 10 years. What was the general approach
and which role the engineers played in it?

The third part deals with the future developnents in

Safety. Which policV will
engineers can play in it?

Road

be persued and which role

4

2. The Netherlandsr some

The Netherlands

facts and figures

is a densely populated countryi 14r4 million

people live in an area of 41.000 square kilometers or about
42O

inhabitants per square kilometersi 3.400 square kilometers

consists of water.

At its longest The Netherlands
its widest

measures some 300 km, and at

no more than about 200

km.

A greater part of The Netherlands lies below sea level.

More

than half of the counÈry would be flouded at high tide if
dunes and dikes would

no

exist.

The country is intersected by the major Rivers Rtrine and
Dteuse.

These constitute vital
European

transport links betneen the

Í{estern

hinterland and the Northsea.

Transport plays a major part in Dutch êconomy (7t of

GNP).

This is due to the geografical location in the Delta of the
River Rhine. Over a quarter of the sea cargos loaded or unloaded

\.$

in

EEC

countries passed Èhrough Dutch seaports.

í{ \tlc\:: I Almost 60 million tonnes of international cargo ïrere trans$!f i? ( *ê4
ported over the road.

5

3. The Road Network
The Netherlands

not only has a high population density, it al-

so has a dense road network:
41

1000 km

541000 km

of roads in urban areasi
of rural roads of

which

2,300 km of motorways.
The geografical

situation offers good conditions for the use

of the bicycle.
It is supported by good bicycle facilit,ies:
31800 km

of bicycle tracks along urban roads

8r400 km along

rural

roads.

The Dutch vehicle

fleet in

- more than

5.2 million motorvehicles

of which

4.7 million passengercars

1983 consists

of:

400.000 trucks
100.000 others (such as motorcycles)

furthermore:
1

600r000 mopeds and

1.500,000 bicycles

In 1983 4601000 new passenqer cars and more than 1 nillion
cycles rirere sold.

bi-

6

4. Dutch Policy on Road Safety
1975

1985

Road Safety has always been

a point of concern for politicians

and technicians.
However

before 1973 the subject was hardly to find explieit

in political papers. Since the establishment of a special
Safety Directorate, whose primary task is to reduce the

of traffic accidents,
In L975 the f ir st

more aÈtention

Pol

icy Plan on

Road

number

is given to the subject.

Road

Safety (B\AI) was pu-

blished. The priority areas in this plan were:
road safety and living climate in urban areasi

bicycles Èracks along urban and rural roads;
introduction of a classification of rural roads;
road safety research in Èhe most dangerous province;
motorway

signalling and cont,rol systems;

improving the

fn the

same

visibility of road users.

year the }lediurn-term Passenger Transport

(MPP) 1976-1980 was published which

indieates the

Programme

expecÈed

road-building projects in the next five years.
The Transport Structure Plan

of L979 sets out the long-term

transport policy with particular reference to its objectives,
the guidelines used in inplementing the plans and the applica-

tion of policies in urban and rural

areas.

It also specifies a network of trunk roads forwhich the
tral government accepts responsibility.

cen-

7

In the National Plan on Road Safety of 983 a large
1

measures

number of

in the field of the road, the driver, the vehicle, le-

gislation and eduction were announced. For this plan extra

funds

(30 million guilders) were available to be spend in a two-year

period. AÈ this
extended

moment

it is probable that this period will

be

with another year to reach the goals.

Next year a Multi-year Road Safety Plan will be completed.

This plan will look forward over a four-year period and it will
be updated every year.

This mèans that the

same procedure

for the implementation of this

plan will be persued as for the Passenger Transport Progrannes.

I

5.

Road

How was

Safety in The Netherlands 1950 -

1985

the development of road safety in The Netherlands in the

past 35 years.
The number
1950 up

of fatalities increased steadily in the period

to L972.

This increase
countries. It

1021

fatalities in 1950, 3264 in

rvas more

yras due

or less the

In

more

1984 the number

L972.

in all industrialized

to the rapid increase of motorized traffic.

After the energy crises of
steep/fast ,later

same

from

1973 we see

a decrease, first rather

steadily.

of fatalities ïras almost the half of that in

L972.

ltlhat ctas the reason for this decrease? I think I may say in
general that the trends in The Netherlands do not differ

from

those in other European countries.

Also the actions taken by the Dutch Government are in line with
those taken in other countries in Europe. The Netherlands is

a

small country and has therefore not enough power to develop

a

conplete different road safety policy. Therefore $re attach great

value to the cooperation in International Road Safety Organisations, where uniform reconmendations are established.
Nevertheless for specific Dutch problems we have specific solu-

tions.

9

6.

Road accidents

in

1983

l{hat ie the present situation?

In

1983 more than 45r000

injury accidents

happened,

of

which

41300 with alcohol involvêd (that means 9.4t).
1570 fatal accidents happened of which 236 (or 15t) with al-

cohol involved.
fn these fatal accidents 1710 persons were killed.
lrere injured in injury accidents.

52r2OA persons

The total costs

of road accidents is estimated on about

what more than 5

milliard guilders.

The costs

some-

of a damage-only

accidents is estimated on about 3000 guil.ders, for an injury
accident about 301000 guilders and for a fatal accident
3001000

abouÈ

guilders. This means that these costs are in a pro-

portion of about 1 to 10 to

100.

Most people are killed as occupants of passenger cars i 46*

on

the lotal of 1710 persons killed in 1982. A remarkable fact is
thaÈ a same percentage of peopre is killed using a slow

mode

of transport. Ilere The Netherlands differ from other countries
cons ider

ably.

In other European countries this percentage amounts only 35t.

It is also remarkable that only
are killed in traffic

a

very few drivers of trucks

accidents, in particular when we compare

this with the many kilometers they travel. Research shows that
out of 10 fatal accidents in which trucks are involved 9 persons are killed

in other modes of transport and only 1 in

a

truck.This demonstrates once more the great danger of trucks

in todays traffic.
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. General neasures taken in the last 0 years.
1

7.1 Speed limits

In 1973 a law was enacted to reduce the maximum

speed on rural

roads.This law aimed at saving energy, due to the energy crises.
The

original

transtrrcrt
again

aim

. Later on when the oil

suppl

ies

were on

road

a normal leve]

r the ain shifted to the reduction of road accidents.

moÈorways and

kmr/h. on

vence

of this law was to reduce the use of oil in

on naÈional highways the speed limit amounts 1 00

other single carr iageways it amounts 80 kn/h. The obser-

of this law decreased rather rapid due to

problems

On

of the police-authorities.

Up

to this

enforcement

moment

the diseus-

sion about the sense of this law is very actual ralso in
politics. Perhaps it, is worthwile to note that that politicians
have agreed to keep their mouth shuÈ, pending the results of

further research. That research project is
'l

Ft

ir

t,f
\
CI\h \,-;r*{
\

\

\

I c

U_\(c_,S,t

which safety

noyr under progress in

criteria are to be
Thesecriteriadefinethefficonditionsunderwhich
i€nn

developed.

f;

ït_ t- ot"i
r
\i!-limits can be raised. Lhe e{i(.pc'\>
tl..
Oli
F'o
^
Asit- {.,\-ir,-,cltg-c}r L't-.r s* 'tuc.S[bstJ{.
\f $J&
PoIice enforcement and information campaigns should reinforce
speed

cottpliance by the road users. In these information campaigns the

relation

driving

risk should be stressed. At the other hand it is essential that police authorities
fully support this nehr policyr ês well as in their attitute as
between

speed and personal

their actual (enforcement) behaviour.
A political decision on this item is to be expected this
At Èhis moment the 85t

speed on motorways amounts

izs

autumn.

km/h.
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7.2 Alcohol

In

L974

a law on alcohol in road traffie

was enacted. A conside-

rable decrease in alcohol use in road traffic resulted thaÈ sërme

year. Also in this case the observance decreased due to enforcement problems. The perceived subjective probability of being
stopped and cought

to drink

is so low, that it withholds only a few people

and drive.

ttíy personal opinion is that drinking and driving is a very
serious problem in terms of traffic safety. In more than 10t of

all injury accidents alcohol is involved.
More than 15t of all fatal injuries is caused by drinking

and

driving.

At this

moment new

alcohol legislations are being prepared.

The

precise text is not yet determined. The most inportant nodifica-

tion refers to the replacement of the bloodtest by breath analysis. This

new legislation

will probably come into force in

1986.
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7.3 Seat belts

In

The Netherlands

the use of seat belts on front seats is

tory.

The wearing raÈe

roads

this rate is about 55t.

in urban areas is

now about

manda-

45t, on rural

The central Government tries to improve this wearing rate by
means

One

of national

and regional safety campaigns.

of these campaigns lras carried out in 1984. The nation-wide

campaign

resulted in an increase of 5t in the wearing rate. In

the regional

campaign

the wearing rates improved from 40 to

65S

in urban areas and from 55 to 85t in rural areas. In this regional

carnpaign

actions in the field of publicity via local radio,

television, and nelrspapers were combined with demonstrations of
crash-simulators at 19 occasions (more than 3700 participants

and

60.000 spectators) and regular police controls.
Regional actions seem

to be more effective than actions on a na-

tion-wide scale. Single actions, such as only police controls or

only articles in the press do not count for
combined actions which are

much

effect.

Only

well coordinated can be successful.
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7.4 Crash helmets for motorcyclists and moped riders
Since 1975 it is mandatory to wear a crash helmet when riding on

a motorcycle or a moped.
The number

to

of

mopeds

in

The Netherlands decreased from 1.650.000

500.000 during the years 1975-1984, whereas

cycles increased in that
12

million.In the

same

s.rme per

the number of bi-

period from 8.600.000 up to almost

iod the popularity of the moped decrea-

sed very rapidly.
These Èwo
number

\

\

different effects

caused a considerable decrease

of fatal accidents in which mopeds were involved.

in

the

l4

7.5 Rear-end reflectors for bicycles

In

1979

a law was enacted in which the use of a rear-end red re-

flector on bicycle

became mandatory.

l{ithin a few years all bicycles were provided with this reflector.

The Road Safety Research

Institute estinated that the effect

of this refLector would be an annual reduction of 30 fatal accidents.

Besides the rear-end
problem

visibility

the side-visibility is a serious

for bicyclists. A law is in preparation in which the use

of continuous circular wheel reflectors will be mandatory in
1987.

.

For this purpose the industry developed a kind of reflective
"

shoe-lace'

, which can be twisted around the

Moreover prismatic

reflective

wheel

spokes

in the wheel.

circles are available.
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8.

I'teasures taken in

the f ield
_$
8. 1 Residenrial 3Èrer8- íP (ec\À^ejl

of

the infrastructure

I

An important engineering measure ip urban areas was the intro-

ductionoftheresidentia1ffir*.soca11edwoonerfsolution) . This

, which

ted as an

, was
followed rather soon by legislation, which defined Èhe priority
measure

sÈar

exper iment

mitted on special signed spots. Geometric measures have to
support the residential character of the street. and should prevent speeding fysically.
Background

for this developments in residential areas sras the

poor environmental gual-ity of those streets due to the intensi-

fied motorised traffic.
In

Èerms

of absolute

numbers

of accidents residential streets are

not a priority area. Nevertheless in the accidents which occur,
mainly vulnerable road users, such as bicyctists, pedestrians

and

children, are involved.
In L977 the it{inistry of Transport started

a

demonstration projeet

called "Replanning and redesigning urban areast in two Dutch
Cities (Eindhoven and Rij swij k) .
In this framework three opÈions of traffic
taken to improve the living
hectares.

control measures

climate in two districts

of

were
100

16

Option 1. By establishing one-way traffic systems to keep out
through Èraffic.

option but extended with

Option 2. As the first
measures such

as

hrmps

,

shi f ted

geometric

road axes

etc

. to

reduce speed.

Option 3. By establishing the woonerf-solutions and with that
minimizing traffic nuisance.

Before and after studies evaluated the effects of the

measures

and pointed out the differences as regards to the effectiveness

of the various

packages

of

measures taken.

. With respect to the traffic arteries or corridors the following
conclusions could be drawn:

Reshifting traffic from the residential areas to traffic arter

ies

af

fects the safety in a positive vray. There were no

negative effects on the environment. The attitude towards these
measures

is in general positive.

The best way to achieve this shift is by means of traffic

control

measures such

as one-uray-street systems7 "stops'

and

left or right-turn prohibitions.
The effects of replanning and redesigning are in residential
areas even more pronounced.

Option 1. measuresr(that means one-way street-systems) provide

a

considerable improvement of living conditions for relatively low

costs. In particular wit,h respect to traffic safety and environment there

is a positive

change.
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OpÈion 2 measures, which include one way
changes even

streets and geomet,r ic

lead to bigger improvements, but the costs are con-

siderable higher.

Finally the woonerf-solution. This option also leads to a considerable positive change in terms of environement traffic safety
and liveability.scientific

research showed a decrease of 50t in

the number of injury accidents. I think that one of the reasons
is, that in particular the speed of the traffic is affected. The
mean speed

is less than 20 km/h.

An

other aspect is that possibi-

lities for children to play are extented.
The abbence

of a raised curb is in fact the only negative point

of the woonerf, together with the relative high costs of this solution in existing urban areas. In new quarters or districts
these costs are only marginal higher than for the conventional

solution.

\\- 7t k*^/.^^^n g. L*&--
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8.2 Bicycle facilities
Another important engineering measure is related to a specific
Dutch transporÈation mode: the bicycle.

In Èhe

L975 l.tediur*-term Passenger-Transport PrograÍmle

a

Demon-

stration Project on Urban Bicycle Routes was introduced.
rouÈes have been established

in

$eo

The Hague and Tilburg.

Accident analysis indicate that separate bicyte routes are safer
than other routes with mixed traffic.In particular the subjective

feeling of safety increases.

One

route however only attracts

bicyclist,s f rom parallel routes, if the detour

amounts

less

than

5t. So one single route has no large-sca1e effect on urban bicycle safety. It also does not generate

new

The experience gained from the application

bicycle traffic.

of these routes led to

the assumption that a network of bicycle routes would be more
effective than individual routes.
On

basis of this assumption the city of Delft developed a master-

plan for a hierarchical network on urban, district and neighbourhood

level. This plan is to be realised in ten years.

A comprehensive evaluatign study in a part of Delft will determine the effects of the measures in terms of bicycle usage

traf f ic safety. This study is

car r

and

ied out by the lvtinistry of

Transport.

Predictions made on base of an analyses of the before situation
show that marginal effects

traffic

on the generation of neïr bicycle

are to be expected. In fact this is not so surprising.

The rate of bicycle trips in the modal

in Oelft, namely 40t.

split is already very

high

19

A reason for this could be that a 1ot of bicycle facilities

were

already available before the project started.

In Germany where sinilar studies were carried out

it

turned

out thaÈ the rate of bicycl-e trips will increase from about
now up

to that

The study

same

20t

of 40t as in Delft.

in Delft also

showed

that a relatively large part of

the present bicycle tr ips can be made by other

means

of tran-

sport, without any problems.
This

means

ties to

that local authorities have to continue their activi-

promote the use

of the bicycle in urban transport. Other-

' wise it is not unlikely that the rate of bicycle trips will
crease
These

de-

to a lower equilibriun level.

activities are not limiÈed to infrastructural

. also may include
cling.

measures

measures,

it

to improve the attitude towards bicy-

20

8.3 The National Bicycle Tracks Grants Act
The raÈe

of bicycle trips along rural roads is also rather high.

The main reason

for this is the hiqh population density.

$Ie have

a lot of small towns and villages on snall distances connected

by

roads with bicycle tracks alongside.
Schoolbuses such

rather scarce.

as in England and the United States are

Road Safety

continuous point

for bicyclists along rural roads is

of interest for the Dutch

a

Government.

Therefore in 1975 the Ministry of Transport and Public

Veorks

introduced a fund for the construction of bicycle tracks
alongside rural secundary and tertiary (provincial) roads: 50t of

the construction costs was subsidized by the Central
More than 1000 km
1985 when

Government.

of bicycle tracks have been established up tiII

this Grant

was withdrawn.

The costs of this operation amounted 500 million guilders.
Irlore than 90t

roads

of the

secundary roads and 70t

of the tertiary

will be provided with separate bicycle tracks in

1986.

21

some

aLternative strategies are Èested in

ty, traffic flow

and

traffic

behaviour.

Prelininary results show that the priority behaviour at intersec-

tions is mainly

based upon road and

Èraffic characteristics

and

not on Èhe formal signs and rules.
This means that formal rules are only complied with when they are

in line with local circumstances. A high degree of uniformity in
this case is therefore

necessary.

22

8.4 Black Spot

In

L919

a

Manual

B1ack Spot Manual was introduced

to road auÈhorities.

This manual ltas specially adressed to local and provincial

road

authorities. Black
spots are defined as spots where^*more then
6
- *.._./ ''--, .. ,_. \.. .. \. accidents happen in a 3-year period. In the priority-ranking
u--=--^*system fàËííaccibentËïàïrit for 10, inj ury accidents for 10 and
damage-only accidents

for l.

To promote the application

of the l{anual the llinistery introduced

a subsidy for the analysis of the accident data.

However there

are no funds available for infrastructural measures of the black
spots in general.
.*)í-\.
,i'o To obtain more know-how of the effectiviness of specific safety
measures there are since 1985 funds available; not only for
-,
'
tesearch costs but also for the costs of infrastructural measures
;

(60 experiments).
.."/"
r'{

nt
) tn an attempt to reduce the

\,7

number

of

"".fir"r.

black spots (5 or

i

injuries-within 3 years) there is a temporary arrangement to
contribute in the costs for infrastructural safety measures.

more

/4\
\
\

\i

i However since 1984 there is a fund available for experiments
which lead to an increase in know-how.

.\I \.' l Furthermore in 1985 the Ministry
{ for very serious Blaek-spots.

made

a small budget available

.".+Í

Since L979 about 350 black spots have been analysed on National
Roads by using the manual. OÍl 150 locations safety measures are

aetually taken.
At the moment there is not a nation-wide evaluation available.
Regional evaluations mention accident reductions of 40t.
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8.5 Guardrail and RMOB
I
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lilhen

there are roadside obstacles such as rigid signing posts or steep

I

)
.ti

guardrail in the median.

shoulders, !íe also use it on the shoulders.

n .-"'

)i\

'!r

'.-i

., . i,,

ï''

On Dutch motoryrays we always apply

. 'ri i-t""'-'-.='

. .!"^
t

i'

Along the 2200 km of motorways there is 4000 km of guardrail.

'

A nevt development is the

RIIr{OB.

This so-called "Crumble tube im-

pact attenuator' is applied when there is a single rigid obstacle
on a shoulder without guardrail. It is also applied at exits of

the
this

motorway where two
V-shaped

guardrails divert. The external side of

protective device consists of elements of guard-

rail, which can shift along one another . In

between

box-like ele-

ments are arranged, comprising aluminium rumble tubes which are
pushed together under the impact of a collision.
On collision

standstill

RII,ÍOB

brings passenger cars and delivery vans Èo a

in such a !{ay that passengers wearing a seat belt will

only sustain slight injuries or no injuries at all.
The Rll{OB-embodiments can be adapted to the dimensions of the ob-

stacle' the available space and the amount of kinetic energy
which has to be absorbed.. This factor depends to a great extend

on the weight of the vehicle and the speed at which the vehicle
hits the obstacle.
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The

Institute for

Road Safety Research Sï{OV developed

in

1983 two

conputer nodels which can determine whether RMOB is applicable

to specific situations and in which form. One of the

models

refers to the energy absorbing capaciÈy in longitudinal direction
while the other one refers to crosswise stability.
There

is

mueh

international interest in

RIl,tOB. There

are negotia-

tions with US author ities about the replacements of the Fitch
Barrier Barrels.

In

Germany

the

RIli[OB

is included in the official

for road shoulder constructions, while in
cate

RIMOB

under licence are already

Canada

recommendations

plans to fabri-

in an advanced stage.
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I . 6 t.Íotorway Control an9 S ignall ing
Two motorway

SysÈem

control and signalling systems are operational in

The Netherlands since L983. The

first, which has its operation-

centre near Delft, covers the National Dlotorway 413 and parts of

the A16, A4 and À20 near Rotterdam.
The second covers the A2 and the 412 near the

This system aims at three major objectives

city of Utrecht.

3

1. A better utilization of thê existing road capacity by distributing Èhe traffic more evenly over the roads and by that
avoiding congestion.

' 2. Greater safèty

by:

reducing the likelihood of primary accidents;
warning

traffic for secundary accidents

, 3. I'taking road maintenance more
menÈation

l.tore-over
gement

of traffic

ef

fective by a fast imple-

measures.

traffic data are collected to develop

new traffic mana-

strategies or to evaluate the existing system.

The system consists

of:

detector loops (every 500 metres) in the road, connected with
detector stations, which pass the traffic data to
outstations, which are connected with
the central processor via transmission cables.

Matrix signals are
these gantries

mounted

is alternately

on gantries. The distance
500 and 1000 rr.

between
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The

natrix signals can display the following

images:

advisory speeds of 30, 50, 60, 70, 80 or 90

kmr/h;

a red crossi
a change lane arrow (white)

;

a sign indicating the end of temporary limits.
An AID (AuÈonatic Incident Detection) system has been incorpora-

ted for detection incidents or accidents. After a detection of
such an incident it only costs a few seconds to switch on the

signs over the roads auÈomatically.

It is also possible that the system-operator or

Èhe

police ini-

' tiates traf f ic measures, such as lane closures and speed

redtrc-

tions during road maintenance.
The evaluation

of this project

shows

positive effects

on

Traffic safety
Road maintenance

Road user

costs, due to a smoother traffic flow.

In view of these positive effects the extension of this
towards other high
notÍ.

trafficked motorways is

system

under consideration
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9.

Recent Projects

9.1 Road shoulders alonq rural roads

In 1983 a research project was started dealing with the

deve-

lopment of road-side safety structures for non-motorways.

On

shoulders of such roads the greatest number of accidents occurs.
l.lotorway safety sÈructures display some drawbacks when applied on
non-motorvrays; such

as the danger of rebounding into

oneoming

cars and the restricted view of intersections and bends.

llathematical simulation models play an inporÈant role in this
researc'h' which is at present in the phase of the practical tes-

ting of various constructions on a small scale.
These simulation models already played a

project which studies the optimal
phase

of this research has already

vital role in a research

geoneÈry

of slopes. The first

been conpleted.

This phase dealt with the deÈermination of the relationship
tween the shape

of the slope, the

speed and the

the car and the risk of injuries the
to.

be-

drive-in angle of

gsrrr-pêssengers

are

exposed
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9.2 Priority rules for bicyclists

In all

European countries

all traffic coning from the right side

has priority over other traffic.

ïIowever

in The NeÈherlands bi-

cyclist,s have to g ive way to motorvehicles coming f rom the lef t

side. This law daÈes fron the

Second

fforld War when

German con-

voys had priority problems with those many bicyclists. There is
now

a lobby to change that rule in favour of the bicyclists.

In view of the possible negative consequences for the safety of
bicyc1istsaresearchprojecti@isunderprogregs
novt

in which

some

alternative strategies are tested in terms of

traffic safety, traffic flow

and

traffic behaviour.

Preliminary results show that the priority behaviour at intersecÈions is nainly based upon road and Èraffic characteristics

and

not on the formal signs and rules.
This means that formal rules are only complied with when they are

in line with local circunstances. A high degree of uniformiÈy in
this case is therefore necessary.
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9.3 Wind disturbance
Under the

effect of strong gusts of wind, road users change often

their course, thereby
This

endangering other

phenomenon causes Èhe most

traffic.

acute problerns on dikes, dams and

bridges near the sea-side.
Therefore in 1978 a wind warning system was installed on the
Iríoerdij k bridge where traf f ic crosses the River llaal 15 metres

above the water surface. The velocity of the wind on the bridge

can be 2rS times higher than on the approaching roads.

An advisory speed of 70 kn/h is given together with a

wind

warning sign when the velocity of the wind exceeds a certain

value four tines in a half minute
switches on automatically and will

per

iod'. The system then

stop after I minutes when

there are no further stinuli.
The switching

criteria are based on windvelocities and windangles

which cause a

lateral displacement of critical vehicles (W bus)

of

more than 0.80 rn.

In

1984 these

criteria

$rere

validated in

a

field experiment on that bridge.
Application of this warning system on other bridges in that area

is

now under consideraÈion.

Another unique project dealing with specific windproblemsrtakes

place on the Eastern ScheIdS Storm Surge Barrier, which forms

part of the Delta Plan. Over this long barrier a two-lane
is under construction

a

highway

20 m above sea-level.

The big problern here, is that every 40'netres there are

pillars which screen the wind.

huge
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This eauses on the road a sudden increase and decrease of windve-

locities on regular intervals which is very dangerous.In particular

when some

barrier slides

between these

pillars are

lowered

into the water for maintenance reasons. It creates a kind of
booster fans which are applied in road tests for passenger cars.

At

speeds

of 100 km,/h these disturbances are hardly to

coÍnpen-

sate. Therefore a half-open wind break structure will be
loped by means of wind-tunnel exper iments on a scale model

Barrier and computer simulaÈions of
Such

deve-

of

the

man-machine-systems.

a half open structure neutralises the whirling of the

wind

forced over and behind, thus the wind speed behind the structure

is gradually reducedi

more so than

if the structure is so1id.

It is expected that the road will be opened in

1987.
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9.4

Road

Lighting

In the early seventies

recoÍrnendations were established

with re-

spect to lighting levels of ê.o. motorways. These reconmendations

orginate from international cooperation in the framework of CIE.

After the energy crises of 1973 in
started saying that the

The Netherlands

reconmended

a discuseion

leveLs could be

lowered

without negative effects for road safety.
The f.ighting

levels were dropped from about 2 candelar/m2 to

about

1 candeLa/m?.

I

may say

that on our

motorways no negative

on other roads research is still

effects occurred.

in progress. Preliminary re-

sults show that a lower lighting level on these roads has no major impact on Èhe subjective feelings of safety.
In tunnels experirnents are carried to out to replace lighting
equipment by 'sun

louvres'. fn the Schiphol tunnel

results with louvres in the

shape

of a Z.

we

obtain good
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9.5 Safety of Trucks
The great danger of trucks in road traffic

is already pointed

out. To improve this situation our

generally starts to

Government

ask truck factories and transport firns to cooperate voluntarily.
l{hen

this fails

fits are not clear
An exanple

and

this is often the case when economic pro-

legislation is

of a measurerwhere there

prepared.
were economic

profits, is

Èhe

application of the roof spoiler.
An less successful example

is the "screening" of the side of the
truck.'In particular in The Netherlands many bicyclist are killed

or injured running into the side of a truck, for instance at

an

intersection.

At the moment proposals are prepared in which screens are applied
around the
1

truck. This has three positive effects.

) it withholds bicyclists to run under a truck

2l it, reduces energy consumption through a betÈer aerodlmanic
shape.

3) it

reduces splash and spray.

The industry

is interested in these proposals

sitive effects on energy consumption.

because

of the

po-
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9.6 Innovation in Works on roads

In

1981 the

ltinistry of Transport and Public IrÍorks initiated in

cooperation wiÈh the t'tinistry of Economic Affairs an innovation

project in the field of works on roads.
Although this project does not primarily ain at increasing road

safety, I think it is worthwile to mention.
One

of the problems of

Road Author

it,i.es is, that the installation

on the road of a conplete seÈ of warning signs, beacons and cones

before a work zone, is a very tine consuming job, every time
again.

' Besides it is rather

dangerous

for the workmen on the road.

This project ained at developing instruments, which could do this

job better, faster and safer r so more time would be left for
real

the

work.

Three instruments finally proved to be worthwile to Èake into
production after prototypes vrere tested.
They were !
1

) a remote control signpost

2', an easy to handle beacon

3) a mobile portal for traffic signals.
The working men on the road are quite happy with these neyr instruments. Especially for safety reasons.
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10. Future Developnents

Which developments we may expect

in the near future?

Or which developments are already on

their

way?

I shall try to point this out briefly.
10.1

One

Traffic Conflict

Techniques

of the problems for traffic engineers is that it often is

difficult

to identify safety problems and to assess the effects

of safety

measures taken.

Accident statistics produce too little

or too 'unreliable data for

profound research-purposes.

Therefore complementary daÈa have to be found. The choice fell on

conflict registration technique

based on video-recordings.

It

was

used on behalf of the evaluation of the Demonstration Bicycle

ï

o Routes. As a measure

rmg_
;pxfe-to-Collision

for the danger of a traffic situation

the

was introduced.

The greatesÈ value

of this kind of conflict analysis is that it

provides a great deal of information about the circumstances un-

der which accidents occur.
On international

level various techniques have been developed

since than. The Netherlands play an important role in the International Committee on Traffic Conflict Techniques (ICTCT) .
An international comparative study was carried out. This
provided objective criteria,

sÈudy

on the basis of which the severity

of conflict situations can be evaluated.
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Also a manual for the application of the techniques was established. A future activity is the development of techniques which
ask for less manpoyrer by furÈher computerization.

In the field of Statistical Analysis
lyse small

samples

Techniques methods

are to be developed.

to

ana-
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1A.2

Priority

Ranking Systems

In 1984 a Priority Ranking System was developed for new road projects mentioned in the Medium-Term-Passenger-Transport Progranme
1985 1989. As a base for this
meÈhod was

a Multi-Criteria-Ànalysis

applied, in which 5 aspects were implemented:

road safety

20t

economy

30t

environmentr/liveability

25t

accesibility

15t

town and country

The

system

planning 0t
1

It{inister of Transport yras asked to choose the weighing-factor

for each of these aspects: Road safety received 20t
Our main task in the near future is to quantify more in detail

the safety effects of constructing

city of existing

roads,

The main reason

for

improvements on

intersections) is in general an
The above mentioned
here r

new roads

capa-

existing roads ( such as

improvement

priority ranking

or increasing

sysÈem

on

of road safety.
is also applicable

but even more detailed data on safety effects are

necessa-

rY. Also here a lot of fundamental research is required in the
near future to assess the safety effects more justified.

